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Stay in touch while on the go 



Benefits

Design Facts

Supremesoft offers wireless and PDA services that is hassle-free so one can continue to work away from 
the office. For any enterprise users, Offline Client Synchronization allows employees to work offline 
and automatically update the employees when they return to the network. Supremesoft mobile solutions 
translate to less downtime and greater productivity. 

Supremesoft Mobile Solutions creates mobile software for businesses. Whether through enabling 
business processes or creating a new mobile product for our customers, our ultimate goal is to help our 
customers successfully deploy mobile solutions that strengthen their business. 

We have many years of experience delivering and supporting mobile solutions. Our expertise includes 
mobile software development and mobile product marketing. Through unique relationships with 
wireless carriers and mobile hardware and software partners we enable our customers to not only create 
mobile solutions but also take them to market. 

Our Integration module will integrate the mobile application with the target system/application through 
a User Interface driven module. The biggest advantage of Supremesoft mobile solution is being its 
adaptability to integrate with any type of business application like Finance, Health and Insurance 

Supremesoft mobile solutions main goal is to provide reporting on the go. These are several types of 
Reports that can be created using the solutions User Interface so easily in very less period. Apart from 
the default inbuilt Alert and Notification that Supremesoft’s Mobile Solution provides, it lets you choose 
what you need to be notified of. Apart from the regular Alert rules, you will be able to create what we 
call ‘Intelligent Rules’ which can be created by providing complex conditions.
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Mobile Analytics Tracker (MAT),a mobile enabled website technology that allows users to access 
information in their palm literally. This plug and play software is hosted in the server and allows 
users to connect to the source database and access the information from anywhere. This is a must 
have technology for organizations that have their decision makers always on the go.

Product features

*One-click configuration of MAT to all legacy applications.

*Users Definition & Customization of Analytic graphs.

*Live updates to data change.

*subscription of Alerts and Notifications for Mission 
Critical Activities

Architecture

*Modular design that gives the flexibility to have each 
modules work independently

*SOA Based

*Easy integration with existing applications

*Scalable Platform

*Works on WAP as well as TCP/IP

*support several different databases

Compatibility

*Blackberry OS

*Symbian OS

*Windows Mobile 5 & 6

*Palm OS
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Supremesoft is a Global Information 
Technology, Consulting and Outsourcing 
company. Supremesoft develops and offers 
solutions for businesses through 
cutting edge IT services that aid in 
improving productivity and 
profitability of  the organization’s IT 
infrastructure. Supremesoft delivers 
information technology solutions 
through Consulting and Turnkey 
Projects that are accepted either on a 
Time and Materials (T&M) or 
Fixed Price engagement. 
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